Why community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 25?

Police Crime Report No 275
HOW TO SOLVE FRAUD
to prevent a cost of $20 Billion a year?
Australia’s No1 crime
Ask the self confessed Accountant, Bank
Manager, ‘bagman’ & Barrister how, when
& where did the money go?
Think of law as a flow chart,
An electrical circuit or force.

Simulate self greed with cancer or fire.
Is the solution in Colonel/Judge Pat
Shanahan’s QLS direction “To study the
court transcripts & the money trail?”
The ‘bagman’ convicted
Police Commissioner Terry Lewis.
Our ‘bagman’ confessed in court “If I go
down lots of people will go down with me.”
Natural progression solves crime.
Why cut out the cancer to save a life?
Why simulate a smoke or fire alarm?
Why Supreme Court Judge Muir’s clarity
to correct the vexatious acts to introduce
‘LAW OF ABANDONMENT’?
Why Supreme Court Judge Mackenzie &
White to mediate & give disclosure to
Justice Susan Keifel’s ruling “To value
both the bank product & bank customer”?

What is the natural progression by law to Police control,
correction, Risk Management? Police rescue!!!
· Is the answer: Premier Peter Beattie's, Attorney General
Rod Welford's, Police Minister Judy Spence's or Lord
Mayor Campbell Newman's volunteered team press
release to expose how to smash fraud as Australia's No1
crime? Simulate heart attacks and cancer to stop smoking
in the workplace and move forward with a political, CIB,
SAA, engineering, accountancy and Church-Sisters of
Mercy, Supreme Court agreed Commonwealth Bank
endorsed Risk Management program.
· Why study primary law? To create laws with a
foundation based on the study of mathematics.
Mathematics is a pure science and cannot be
overruled.
· What is the purpose of law if Police, Detectives,
Magistrates and Judges can be deceived by a ruling on
the basis of law? For example, Supreme Court Judge Muir
ruled on the basis of law liquidating Badja Pty Ltd. He ruled
on the law, “A company can be liquidated for a proven
debt of $1.” When the Judge's own intelligence, shown in
the court transcripts is evidence and proof that the
vexatious acts tricked the Judge into planned bankruptcy
to lay claim to our 22 block subdivision. Hence the need
for a Supreme Court correction to create the new 'law of
abandonment'. To find out four years later with the
principle of patience and time confirmed by the CMC
'whistleblower' backed up by Supreme Court Judge
Mackenzie and the family of Margaret and Michael White
combining both Supreme Court and UQ Law to find a
CMC political solution. Hence the importance to be guided
by a higher force as Premier Peter Beattie explained it as
a 'Smart State' as the Church backs up by 'Keeping the
Faith' as the 'Can Do' Lord Mayor Campbell Newman put
it, by setting up 'Neighbourhood Fairs' to simulate
Community Cabinet meetings. His question to my son, in
resolving the Brisbane City Council's internal
investigation into the multiple fraud, caused him to
respond with natural justice and ask “What do you want
me to do?” The Lord Mayors suggestion “Do you want
me to write a letter?” Our reply: “First disclosure by
law” (reference Supreme Court order). The need to study
the multiple fraud, the need to take the team approach to
backup the Brisbane City Council Internal Investigation
Department who confessed “We are only a small group
and we have not been given the direction.” (The 'Can
Do' direction) “The need to set out this case so the
Queensland Police get the credit for the job well
done.” (Costing society Billions of Dollars in multiple
fraud.) As the next step as Police Commissioner Bob

Atkinson confessed “The importance for community
backup and support.” Leaders are only as good as
their backup team. Hence Colonel/Judge Pat Shanahan,
Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter Martin, Brisbane City
Council Internal Investigation Department, to back up both
the Premier Peter Beattie and the 'Can Do' Lord Mayor
Campbell Newman. As now confessed by the journalists
and reporters “We need a political press release.”
Based on the evidence and proof, as the community we
voted them into power and by law as part of their team we
will have the final say. As backed up by the Church where
the Church directs our Judges and Magistrates and Court
Registrars “To let truth be their guide” through primary
law with “Mediation, disclosure and clarity.” Providing
the new evidence and proof, which you can conduct by
your own survey. By studying transcripts to gain the
evidence and proof that the greatest fraud in Australia
today is evidenced by the most over used fraudulent
statement in our court system. Quote “It's not relevant.”
The principle of 'it's not relevant' has been conceived for
the purpose of preventing mediation, disclosure and
clarity as confirmed in our case. Best summed up by
Magistrate Austin and District Court Judge Brabazon's
rulings. Of special note Badja Pty Ltd versus the
Commonwealth Bank where Supreme Court Judge
Mackenzie was given 2 affidavits. One stating “The
standard legal procedure, the defendant has the
money to pay.” Based on natural holistic justice guided
by our own legal counsel the Supreme Court Judge
Mackenzie would have ruled “Pay the invoices.”
· We argued with our own extended legal counsel based on
the value of both mathematics and the principle of law. We
provided a second private affidavit stating “Our 22 block
subdivision was run by organised crime, who wanted
in brief to gain ownership by non completion.” Hence
backed up by Police administration and direction, we
followed Supreme Court Judge Mackenzie's direction “To
mediate a solution.” Self regulation overrules
Commonwealth Bank confessed self greed. In brief
backed up by Supreme Court Judge Margaret White and
her husband Dr Michael White UQ Law (family team) who
disclosed “The CMC will resolve this case.” Hence the
CMC's understanding now of the four year delay in having
our Barrister gaoled for fraud. Hence our need to expose
her fraudulent actions in covering up the CIB and
Fraud Squad's abandonment of our case. Davida's
fraud in going directly against Chief of Staff
Superintendent Peter Martin who has been backed up by
Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson. The Commissioner
went directly to the Brisbane City Council and
explained the fraudulent blow-out of costs. As

confirmed in our case with up to 300% false claims
referred to as vexatious acts achieved through
violence, thuggery, intimidation and perjury. By law in
using the law of probability, as we have won in court
previously where the law of probability was
acknowledged by the Magistrate as the corner stone of
justice. Hence the importance to expose the
Commonwealth Bank's scapegoat Risk Management
policy. Due to the law of accession, in mediating with
criminals, known as the law of association, where the
Head Contractor perjured himself in court, covered up by
Magistrate Austin's confirmation quote “Yes, well, I do
not care what (anyone from) the Police Minister down
has to say.” Overruled by Supreme Court orders for
mediation and disclosure. Backed up by District Court
Judge Brabazon, who berated Davida Ellen Williams now
prisoner for an hour, as it was obvious many Judges and
Magistrates were gaining information. Now due to our
275 Police Crime Reports backed up by the Legal
Ombudsman who directed the need for natural justice.
Jack Nimmo's quote “To forget about the money for
the present and concentrate on the law and you can
win this case.” The importance to understand as most
Solicitors will confirm, they are not engineers nor do they
have the experience of working in the Brisbane City
Council Planning and Building Department, Inspection
Section or Valuation Section. Hence the importance to
reinforce Chris Watts mediation expert for the
Commonwealth Bank who confirmed quote “You have a
big thing about teamwork.” (Teamwork is law) Due to
studying the law, having more than 51% of the population
of Queensland voting as a community to represent the
Premier's 'Smart State'. As Magistrate Dillon ruled in
chambers “The importance to work on your
procedure and presentation.” As Dr. Frank Walsh
confirmed “You have the power within you to resolve
this case if you use tact and style.” As a psychologist
like the 12 Judges and 3 key Magistrates understood.
The Commonwealth Bank confessed in mediation quote
“They have the ability to gain mediation results to
their satisfaction.” Fortunately for us that direction was
given by Grahame Ledwidge who did not show the same
expertise as his boss Chris Watts. Hence the need to
consider Chris Watts direction in charge of
Commonwealth Bank mediation. “This is a
Commonwealth Bank circus I do not wish to be part
of.” Where the Relationship Manager James Pitman was
made the scapegoat manager. On the basis as James
confessed “If I speak out, I will lose my new job at
Westpac.” Bearing in mind there are other bank

officers involved who suffered by transfer due to
Grahame Ledwidge's direction. The importance to
understand as directed by our Barrister, her direction was
“In the end this case will come down to your word
against Grahame Ledwidge.” Grahame Ledwidge who
directed “Rip up the bank contracts,” where he has
admitted part liability and he has made scapegoats out of
his managers with witnesses and paid $25,000 to admit
liability. Hence the importance for law reform. What we are
looking to achieve is crime control, correction, Risk
Management to Police rescue, our area of expertise.
(Quality of life)
· It was noted in the media that Allens Arthur Robinson are
perhaps the No1 firm of Solicitors in Brisbane. It's
important to note that Clark and Kann gave an affidavit
supporting our case and that Rebecca Watson Solicitor
for Allens Arthur Robinson reported billing the bank for 14
hours of her time involving listening to our case of multiple
fraud in the street and her request “She did not wish to
have any further discussions, based on private
investigators reports.” Why a subsequent 10 year delay
starting from September 1995 where a simple 22 block
subdivision should have been completed as the surveyors
and engineers directed at the time, “In 1996”?
· As directed by the Sisters of Mercy expert John Gagen in
setting up a Sisters of Mercy Risk Management plan, the
ex-Commonwealth Bank Manager John Gagen
confessed “The Commonwealth Bank will fight right
down to the line.” Hence We were directed by our team,
“Only tell them what they need to know.” we were
given due warning for the importance to adhere to the
Sisters of Mercy Risk Management plan, under additional
Commonwealth Bank supervision. As Grahame
Ledwidge confessed “The Commonwealth Bank works
for the shareholder's profits and the top end of town.”
Grahame directed “To rip up the contracts,” to mean, to
break the law. Hence our $10,000 damages confession
from our accountant Tim Allen and 2 Priests involvement
Father John Dobson and Father Joe Duffy in looking to
cover up the insanity of organised crime. Yet at the same
time satisfy the community needs for the truth to be told.
As seen in the media reference Police Crime Reports No's
221-3-9, 271&2. This is evidence and proof of the
Commonwealth Bank's determination to ensure banks
mediation is to their satisfaction at the cost to the bank
staff, bank customers, their clients and associated mums
and dads.
· As we were told “If this was Melbourne we would blow
you away in the street.” Expenses by the 'bagman'Head Contractor after gaining $255,000 in extras with

claims up to 300% to match our $250,000 in legal costs, a
total of $500,000 in legal costs, caused him to demand
$200,000 or 2 blocks of land. To finish off the vexatious
acts hidden by Inspector Ray Loader as part of this overall
multiple scam. The 'bagman' confessed “My profits will
come after Badja Pty Ltd bankruptcy.” To mean, in
splitting up Badja Pty Ltd's assets. As the Brisbane City
Council administration now understand due to
disclosure by law.
· Please study the vexatious acts causing us the loss of a 22
block subdivision at Lychee and Summitt Streets at
Belmont Brisbane and the loss to the mums and dads and
first home buyers created by the Commonwealth Bank
confessed fraud. Due to the mishandling of the bank's
incomplete loan. Where the bank's scapegoat Risk
Management authorised and directed by Grahame
Ledwidge in manipulating the confessed bank fraud
needed the assistance of the confessed 'bagman' Robert
James Wilson and the now confessed fraudster / prisoner
Davida Ellen Williams ex-DPP Barrister at law. Please
support Supreme Court Judge Muir to take advantage of
this trickery and deceit by his honesty in creating the law of
abandonment. By giving a solution as directed with law
reform as the due process of law. Please do not forget to
highlight a) the $10,000 insurance scam, b) the upgrading
of the Vexatious Litigants Act and c) the importance of
mediation, disclosure and clarity with community access
via modern technology through websites and information
technology. To create the political solution via the 'Smart
State' 'Can Do' policy to rescue our community from
fraud. It pays to

MAKE IT RIGHT
then
MAKE IT HAPPEN
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Website: www.all-fraud.net
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